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review

Welcome
We’re all here to make a positive difference to people with learning disabilities and/or autism in Somerset.
I’m Paul. I’m now a Learning & Development co-ordinator but I spent many years in operational
support roles. I transferred to Discovery following several years supporting people in children’s and
adults’ services with Somerset County Council (SCC), including crisis and short breaks services.
And I’m Bev. I started work as an SCC care assistant in 2003, supporting people with profound
and multiple disabilities. I held various roles as support leader, assistant team manager and team
manager before becoming a Discovery Performance Coach. I’ve worked from Frome to Crewkerne,
and have longstanding connections with many of the people Discovery supports, its colleagues
and managers.
We’d like to welcome you to Discovery’s two-year review, documenting progress towards our
shared vision that underpins the ongoing renewal of adult learning disability support in Somerset.
In these pages, you’ll find candid assessments of our charity’s performance and progress in
a number of key areas: family relationships, staffing, safety and training to name but a few.
We haven’t shied away from talking about the challenges, and we have tried to provide some
concrete facts which are often lost, but we are very much focussed now on the future. We have
also highlighted a few individuals’ success stories; we look forward to more of these in the years
ahead.
Both of us have experienced a lot since the transfer of the in-house learning disability provider
service. We’ve seen varied degrees of satisfaction or dissatisfaction amongst those we
work alongside. We’ve experienced a number of locations finding the changes
difficult. We know Discovery’s journey is underway and far from complete but we
are on the up.
We see many successes: contented families (not all), and people living
fulfilling lives. We see just how committed our colleagues are to reaching
our - and Somerset County Council’s - vision for the future; to delivering the
person-centred, active support that people with learning disabilities and/or
autism in Somerset, just like people in the rest of the country, are entitled to.
We believe in Discovery’s values of Ambition, of Integrity, of Courage, of
Respect and of Partnership.

Contents
We’ve seen first-hand how holding on to and using those values really does ensure we
make decisions that are in the best interests of the people we support.
That’s enough from us. If you’re holding a copy of this report, you’re likely to have
a strong bond to learning disability support in Somerset. We hope you’ll have a
good read, and share our hopes for the future.
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Yours faithfully,
Paul and Bev

“I want to express my deepest gratitude and thanks … to the
staff who have been so dedicated in looking after Clare and giving
her a good quality of life which most of the population myself
included do not do. We are incredibly indebted to the devotion of
people … who work so tirelessly to make a difference in people’s
lives… I can’t thank them enough.”
Sister of Claire, March 2019

Active Citizens
Discovery exists to help each person we support to live a fulfilling life, to be equal in society and to be
active in his or her local community. That’s a big deal. It means being able to have choice and control
in life. It means choosing to go out or to stay in, making friends and having relationships, finding and
developing skills and interests. It also means managing a home, voting, staying healthy and being able
to pursue employment or volunteering opportunities. It means being an active citizen.
It takes focused dedication, and strong values, to deliver support of that calibre. To develop a person’s
independence over time. To build his or her confidence and trust. To resist the urge to keep doing
things for the person. To help a person, and their loved ones, believe that better really is possible
despite – for many - experience that suggests the contrary.

An important decision
It was the Dimensions Group’s track record in proving life can get better that led to the creation of
Discovery, the organisation that would deliver the vision of equal and active citizenship we share
with Somerset County Council. Even with Dimensions’ record as a platform, this partnership
was a big step for all involved. It is unprecedented for a local authority to partner with a single
organisation and realise a shared vision on such a scale in this sector. The Council made a brave
decision to realise its vision. Brave because it would change and disturb the current environments
of people it supported and employed. Brave because improvement would not be instant or
consistent. Brave because seeking to improve involves being both optimistic and discontented
with the status quo – acknowledging that help is required to realise our vision of supporting
people to lead fulfilling lives as active citizens. Brave - and right.
We know that delivery of our vision will take time and that each person’s experience will be unique.
Personalisation, after all, is core to our ethos. We are under no illusion about the size of our task but
our work to raise the ambitions, both of the people we support and those around them, continues.
For many people, some of whose stories are told in this document, Discovery has already been life
changing. For many others, we have much work to do. Over time, we will show that for everyone we
support, life can get better.
Our delivery is dependent upon our colleagues and it is here that we have seen the most change as we
worked to put in place the people and structure we need to realise our vision of supporting people to
become active citizens. We have lost, and found, some great colleagues. This is normal for any organisation,
particularly during times of change. However, importantly, last year we completed the management
restructure and, as is noted elsewhere in this report, we have already made great strides in filling vacant roles.

Some of those great, lost colleagues are now starting to come back to
Discovery which is good for everyone.
Our people are the foundation of our performance – which has overall been
good. Our colleagues have been working tirelessly to achieve all the targets
set for us by Somerset County Council. We’ve maintained our motivation,
courage, ambition and belief, despite some bruising days.
That’s why we want to take this opportunity to say thank you to our dedicated
colleagues and all those families who had no choice but to join us and trust
us on this journey. We know not all of you have always shared our vision or
actions. We hope the candid features in this status report help inspire you
and, in some places, dispel myths about what we are REALLY about.

“I feel privileged to support people with learning disabilities and/or autism
in Somerset. I started my own career as a support worker and I’ve stayed
in social care because I am absolutely passionate about supporting people
to lead a fulfilling life. From the closure of the old hospitals onwards,
through key milestones such as adoption of the social model of disability
and government policies such as Valuing People, I’ve seen and supported
vast improvements in life chances for people with learning disabilities in
the UK. Austerity brings massive challenges but working together, we will
deliver exceptional support.”
Luke Joy-Smith

Enjoy the read.
Delyth and Luke.

“Many colleagues have contributed their views to this 2-year review. I
would like to thank each and every one of you. You show Discovery to be
a determined, respectful, person-centred organisation. I’m proud to work
alongside so many hundreds of committed colleagues and loving families;
I’m equally proud of the innovative partnership we share with Somerset
County Council.
Through a range of formal and informal partnerships, Discovery is becoming
part of the fabric of our Somerset communities. Could you help us accelerate
that process? Together, let’s support people with learning disabilities and
autism in Somerset to expand their horizons and fulfil their ambitions.”
Delyth Lloyd-Evans

Discovery in numbers
These numbers paint a
headline picture of where
Discovery is at. But numbers
rarely tell a whole story;
normally they prompt a
deeper narrative.
Some of the pages that follow
explore the figures here in
more detail.
Luke Joy-Smith

2018-2019

£629k
We achieved our target to
generate a 2% surplus

We invested £629k to launch
the Somerset Community Fund

Our 1100 colleagues supported 693
people, 16 for the first time

96% of Locality Managers posts
filled by year-end

99%
We employed 1 family member (p15)
and 3 people we support (p13) to
challenge and champion quality

We recruited 195
new colleagues

15 colleagues gained a place on our
career development programme, Aspire

We delivered 99% of our
contracted hours

We supported 75 people into
paid employment

88% of colleagues completed
the Care Certificate within 12
weeks of joining

15%
15% of hours were delivered by
agency colleagues

11 of our registered locations are
rated as ‘Good’ by CQC

View from the Council
When the remainder of the Council’s learning disability services transferred to the
social enterprise that is Discovery, it was very much about a beginning rather than
an end.
The move was about transformation and sustainability and two years in is a good
point to take stock and consider what has been achieved so far and what lies ahead.
The Council’s vision for the learning disabilities services is the same as it is for all our
care services. We want support that improves lives by being ever more focussed on
the individual, that are inclusive and community-based, and that show creativity and
innovation.
When we talk about creative, we mean services that show that the provider has really
understood what’s important to the individual, and gone the extra mile to find a way
of supporting them. We want services that fit around people, not to make people fit
around services.
It’s worth remembering that Discovery is responsible for less than half the Councilfunded support for people with learning disabilities and we ask the same of all the
providers we work with.
The challenge that Discovery took on two years ago was to build on the foundations
laid when the services were part of the County Council, develop and evolve them.
Change is always difficult. It’s rarely straightforward and usually takes longer than
anyone would like.
As with all our providers, we monitor progress and judge how they are performing by
looking at a number of important measures such as hours of support delivered, staff
turnover and complaints.
But, clearly, numbers are only part of the picture. These are services that must care
for and care about vulnerable people; so we also look at the results of staff, client and
family surveys and listen to the feedback that comes directly to us.
We meet with Discovery regularly and, because of its profile, the performance of
Discovery is also a recurring discussion at the Council’s Scrutiny Committee. There’s
probably not a County Council contract that is subject to the same level of scrutiny
and attention.

Two years in, we are satisfied with the progress
that has been made. Discovery is delivering
safe services, meeting the standards that
we set out for it and in some areas pushing
things forward is a really positive way.
That doesn’t mean we are satisfied with
everything as it stands, but we have seen
progress and have confidence in the direction
Discovery is going and its commitment and ability
to continue on that path. Staffing levels and continuity
in particular have been an issue and that is something I know will be close to the
hearts of everyone. There have been changes in staffing structures and inevitably
with that comes staff changes. That is difficult and has affected quality in some
areas, but take reassurance that this is being addressed and is improving and will
continue to improve.
We have seen some really inspiring work in terms of the employment. The Social
Value Fund that Discovery has been established is a really exciting development
and we’re looking forward to seeing the projects it funds come fruition - they have
the potential to make a real, tangible positive difference to the lives of people with
learning disabilities across the county.
The shift of emphasis from buildings-based day services to more community-based,
creative options is a fundamental one and possibly the biggest challenge this new
contract faced. This shift is happening and that’s welcome, but understand that it
takes time and there will be some anxiety along the way. We expect Discovery to
work closely with everyone to make this as smooth as possible and believe the end
results will be will be worth it.
Our priorities, goals and vision for Discovery and its services remain the same as they
did two years ago – innovative, inclusive services that meet the specific needs of the
individual, and in doing so, helping people lead the lives they want to lead. We look
forward to seeing these develop through Discovery in the years to come.
Stephen Chandler,
Director of Adult Social Services, Lead Commissioner Adults and Health

Recruiting great colleagues
Long term trusting relationships underpin good support, so we want people to stay
in their roles for long periods. It has been frustrating to witness so many colleagues
choose to leave their roles, and this has inevitably had an impact on the quality of
the support we have been able to deliver.

Values to the fore

But last year we carefully recruited over 195 colleagues, and we’re accelerating.
Nearly 100 new colleagues joined us in the last quarter of the year alone. Overall
we offer jobs to about one in six applicants as we’re determined to only recruit
people who share our values. We can train everything else.

Retaining colleagues
“We must also ensure that good
colleagues want to stay with
Discovery, so our focus is equally on
retention.”

Diverse people

Our new recruits come from a variety of backgrounds – some from other learning
disability support providers, some who have cared for older people and some who
have never worked in social care before. We know that people who share our
values and who have a variety of life and work-based skills can develop into great
support workers. It’s encouraging that we can recruit colleagues with a broad
range of work and life experience.

Experience and fresh ideas

We want a culture that is perpetually dissatisfied with the status quo, where people
seek new ideas and challenge those around them to be more ambitious on behalf
of the person they support. So we value experienced colleagues alongside new
colleagues with fresh ideas and a willingness to learn.
Nationally, and locally in Somerset, employment is
breaking records. In Somerset the unemployment
rate has now dropped below 1% - so at any
moment in time there’s around 2000 social
care jobs being advertised here. Discovery’s
challenge is to appeal to the right people and
stand out from the crowd.
Katie Webber, HR Business Partner

Too many colleagues have chosen to leave Discovery over the last two years and
this is extremely regrettable; it has meant that the people we support have lost
familiar people who they have known for years, causing upset and worry.
As with recruitment, retaining colleagues in social care is a national problem. In
fact, over 30% of all care and support workers left their jobs last year, according to
SkillsforCare. Discovery is part of the Dimensions Group. Dimensions experiences
figures less than half that – still a big problem but clear evidence that the approach
works. There’s no comparable figure for Discovery last year, as we went through a
major restructure amongst other fundamental changes.
Whilst wholly acknowledging the short term difficulties, this scale of change does
mean that Discovery has been able to make bigger changes to our organisational
culture – to one which creates greater accountability and freedom for our
colleagues, enabling decision making to be as close to the people we support as
possible. It has also created an opportunity to embed our organisational values
of ambition, integrity, courage, partnership and respect at a faster pace that we
might otherwise have been able to.

Investing In You
InvestingInYou describes Discovery’s belief in the importance of recognising, rewarding and developing our
colleagues. There are a number of strands to InvestingInYou which include – Recognising You, Rewarding
You and Developing You.
Recognising You includes Everyday Heroes, which is one of the ways we recognise colleagues for their
exceptional work; someone who has gone the extra mile. Each nominee receives a certificate and we
award Love2Shop vouchers to the three overall winners each quarter. Winners are chosen by a panel
of people we support.
We are also introducing Colleague Voice Forums, which are opportunities for colleagues to discuss
concerns and share ideas and best practice to improve the working environment and help us set
our priorities for longer term organisational improvements. We want each locality to have a
representative.
Rewarding You includes access to our Group’s discount and cashback website called Rewarding
Dimensions. Additionally, colleagues can Recommend a Friend [to work here] and receive a
payment of £250 as soon as the new colleague passes their probation.
Lastly, with Developing You, we are introducing welcome events where we will celebrate new
colleagues who have passed their probation It is our chance to say “thank-you” and “well done,”
to build connections with other colleagues, to listen about their experiences and to improve it for
others. We have designed career pathways to help dispel myths that social care doesn’t have a
career structure.
Our aim is a simple one – to make a positive difference in the lives of the
people we support. In order to do this we need to have full teams and
colleagues who are engaged and feel valued. This is absolutely the
case at Dimensions where, almost uniquely in the social care sector,
the organisation has recently been recognised by the international
“Great Places to Work” scheme for its outstanding organisational
culture. Because of our starting point in Somerset, we’re not there
yet. We will get there.
Andy Lee, HR Change Manager

A learning culture
All colleagues must be suitably trained and equipped to perform their roles. We have done much, but there
remains much to do here. We are ambitious for our colleagues to be the best they can be. In addition to
a service specific induction, new colleagues also attend a two-day corporate induction, which provides
an opportunity to network with other new starters, understand more about the history of learning
disability support, get an overview of communication methods and how Discovery supports people
with learning disabilities in Somerset. New colleagues complete their Care Certificate within 12
weeks of joining, supported by their managers and our three Care Certificate Ambassadors. We’re
currently at 88% of this target.
Further essential training teaches colleagues what they need to know about topics such as Health
and Safety, Equality and Diversity, Food Safety and Infection Control. Training is provided to
meet individual needs – such as dementia, diabetes or epilepsy awareness. We believe in a
blended approach to learning, with a broad range of learning materials on our interactive
Learning Connect portal and face to face training provided on topics such as first aid, moving
and assisting and hoist training.
The transition from purely classroom training to a more blended approach has been one which
some colleagues who transferred from Somerset County Council have found challenging; there
has been a view that eLearning isn’t as rigorous as classroom based training. The differing
opinions about eLearning aren’t new – some people think it is innovative and reduces the
time and barriers to learning. Others believe that eLearning leads to feelings of isolation
and frustration, or think that people don’t learn as much as they would if they were in the
classroom. The reality is that colleagues have different learning styles; eLearning needs to be
a supplemented by discussions in team meetings and with colleagues. We are using eLearning
cafes to provide a more social environment in which colleagues
can undertake their training; this has also enabled us to
_
provide colleagues with support and confidence in using the
system.
Discovery’s colleagues also have access to a range of awards
and diplomas relevant to their role through Dimensions’
assessment centre, which is an accredited qualifications centre
with City and Guilds and Lifetime Awarding. We currently have
over 30 colleagues currently accessing a diploma or other award via
the qualification centre.
Paul Chorley, Learning & Development Facilitator

A pathway towards
Activate is the way Dimensions supports people. Part of our commitment to Somerset
County Council is that Discovery will also deliver support through the Activate model.
Activate is based on ground-breaking research conducted alongside the University of
Kent’s Tizard Centre and the Challenging Behaviour Foundation. The research achieved
remarkable results across measures of quality of life, challenging behaviour and staff
satisfaction.

The Activate support model
Activate is a model that incorporates Positive Behaviour Support and Active Support. It
uses a method called Periodic Service Review to set goals and measure progress in eight
areas of support, called Domains, that are key to improving quality of life. Taken together,
the Domains are a way of organising support so that people are empowered to be active
in all the areas of life that matter.
Activate is a truly integrated and joined up approach, supported by cutting-edge reporting
software, and enables us to provide people with the best possible support. To find out
more visit www.dimensions-uk.org/activate.

Stepping stones to Activate
We have learned that before we can train our Discovery colleagues to meet the expectations
of Activate, a range of foundation learning needs to be put in place.
So over the coming months, our Locality Managers, Better Practice
Leads and Performance Coaches will attend training on a range
of areas including person-centred thinking tools, planning and
reviews, active support and positive behaviour support. We
will also be delivering training on inclusive communication
environments.
Once colleagues are delivering support that meets these
essential foundations, we can then begin to incorporate
Activate training, technology and methodology into their
training plans.
Chris Best, HR Director

Career development
“Aspire opened doors I didn’t know were there”
After 13 years with SCC and more recently Discovery, Jade
gained a place on Aspire, our multiple award-winning Group
career development programme. She has now achieved her goal
of becoming a locality manager:
“I had just been passed over for a promotion, it was during the
restructure, and frankly I had had enough, I thought I was done,”
recalls Jade. “But my boss Zoe was brilliantly supportive, and my
Aspire coach Jennifer worked hard with me to help me understand my
own strengths, my achievements and my goals.
From there we produced a career development plan. I realised that
as the organisation was prepared to invest in me, they must see those
strengths.”
“Anyone in any role who shares Discovery’s values could progress
through Aspire. I’m a huge advocate for the programme. Talk to your
manager about it and give it a go. You’ll find people take
you more seriously. And you too could find
doors you didn’t know were
there.”
Jade Tillson, Locality Manager

Delivering values led support
In our foreword we talked about the importance to Discovery of our shared values
– of ambition, integrity, courage, partnership and respect. Our values must guide
every decision we each make. On these pages, we’re pleased to share just a few
examples of our values in action.
Paul and Bev

It is hugely motivating for colleagues to receive compliments
about their work. At Selwyn we recently received a particularly nice
compliment from an SCC social worker, “I would like to commend
the staff at Selwyn for the good work they are carrying out with
“Alex” (not his real name.) I have seen him today and he looks like a
new man. He is relaxed, looks ten years younger, he is clean, he has
shaved, skin is now clear, he is losing weight. His family, myself and
his psychiatrist cannot believe the difference and this is down to the
staff at Selwyn.”
Good health and good hygiene are immeasurably important
foundations for a fulfilling life. Too often, “choice” is used as a
reason to leave someone unshaven or unwashed, sedentary or
eating poorly. We must consciously, and always, frame “choice”
around respect and ambition for the person, and personal integrity
– how would you wish your loved one to be supported?
Paul Kitto, Locality Manager

This February, Strode Theatre enchanted an audience of
friends and family with Alice in Wonderland, in a production
noteworthy for its many courageous performances.
Discovery’s learning disabled cast made all the props, sets
and backgrounds, and composed almost all of the music and
sound effects.
Diane White shone in the lead role of Alice and James
Portingail captivated as The Cheshire Cat. Sue Wheeler
owned her role as the Queen of Hearts, Michael Bond and
Stefan Smith were brilliant as Tweedledum and Tweedledee.
Their natural rapport comes from also being best friends
outside of acting.
There were enthusiastic performances from Jamie Topham,
Wendy Bennet, Anita Chant and Claire Reakes who played
The Mad Hatter, The March Hare, The Dormouse and The
Caterpillar respectively, and Charlotte Simon was perfect as
the cute and curious White Rabbit.

Dean and Liam,
Hinkley Point chefs
Dean

The show was such a success that Strode Theatre even
added Alice in Wonderland to their programme with a
screening for the public!”

In the first project of its kind in Somerset,
Discovery partnered with Somerset Skills and
Learning and Hinkley Point to deliver a
10-week traineeship programme for six
18-25-year-olds with learning disabilities so
that they could get closer to fulfilling their
ambitions of being in paid employment.

Sandra Ware, Locality Manager

Liam

All six are now in paid employment. One, Liam,
is the main breadwinner for his family.
Shona Howes, Employment co-ordinator

Shona

“

Dean, says, “I’ve always been passionate about food and cooking and
ever since year nine, I’ve wanted to be a chef. My ambition is to keep working
my way up until one day, I am the owner and chef of a country pub. The
traineeship has helped me work towards what I really wanted to do - get back
into full-time employment and into the routine of being in a work environment.
I’m hoping to go full-time at Hinkley Point when a position comes up.”

“

Dave Palmer, who, along with Leza England, produced and
directed the show said, “Friends and family often talk about
the confident performances. There is also a real sense of
achievement and enjoyment from the actors when they
review past productions, especially since we have started to
record the shows, so they can relive the experience.

“I take two buses to get to and from work. It’s great to get out of the house
and also helps me to not get depressed.”

w

Quality and safety
Quality improvement

Keeping people safe

We must adhere to high internal and external regulatory standards.

The people we support deserve to have choice
and control in their lives. They also require us to
support them in a safe way, to prevent them from
coming to harm.

Internally, a bespoke set of standards ensure we provide a high quality service for
the people we support and their families.
Our Quality and Compliance team, a Better Practice Team and Performance
Improvement team work alongside our support staff and managers to develop their
skills and understanding. Our team of reviewers use a specially designed tool which
checks that standards are being met and people are safe, happy, enjoying good
relationships and busy doing the things they choose.
Most importantly our team of three quality consultants – that’s people with learning
disabilities and autism who we support and who we also employ – have a specific
role quality checking our services. With their unique perspective, and together with
our family consultants, they often pick up things that other reviewers and inspectors
might miss.
External regulation comes from the Care Quality Commission (CQC) and the Charity
Commission. We have to comply with the standards they expect.
At time of writing, 10 of our registered homes and offices are rated ‘Good’ by the
CQC. 3 ‘Require Improvement.’ 3 have not yet been inspected.
We are not happy with this situation and each
of the 3 homes rated as ‘Requiring Improvement’
has a specific improvement plan, and we look
forward to demonstrating that we can reach
‘outstanding’ ratings over time.
Liz Neil, Quality & Compliance reviewer

As an organisation, we aim to strike a balance between
supporting people to lead independent, fulfilling and_
enjoyable lives whilst managing the risks that they may be exposed to as a result of
their learning disability or autism.
Everyone connected to Discovery should feel confident that the people we support
receive the highest quality of care in a safe, regulated environment, that is also
homely and person centred.
That’s why we want more safeguarding reports.
That may sound odd, but it is fundamental. Being safe also means being open and
honest, and all processes for keeping people safe must rely on trustworthy incident
reporting. If support teams do not report incidents for fear of the consequences, the
quality and safety of support becomes invisible. That’s when risks become real.
Our support teams must therefore feel confident and safe to report incidents. That
requires trust, a consistent approach from management and a real learning culture
to be in place.
Our ‘Never Events’ are, quite simply, things that should never happen.
Constipation, for example, is one of Discovery’s seven ‘Never Events’ – that’s a
concept we pinched from the NHS describing something measurable that can result in
serious injury or death, which can usually be avoided if everybody acts appropriately
and follows established procedures. The constipation Never Event reads as follows:

“No-one should suffer any harm as a result of a failure to administer or monitor the
medication prescribed, or to follow established processes, for the relief or avoidance
of constipation.”
By setting the bar at “any harm” we ensure independent, Group-wide scrutiny of
incidents that might otherwise be resolved at local level. That helps us to learn, and
to do things better.
Things do go wrong from time to time and the sooner we know about it, the better.
It must be easy, and safe, for anyone to raise issues. It is appropriate, in a section
on safety, to share our complaints mechanisms. All contact details and complaints
processes are available on the Discovery website:
1. Speak to the manager of the service. Most issues can be fixed quickly
and easily.
2. Write to the operations director for your region.
3. Write to Luke, our MD, at luke.joy-smith@discovery-uk.org
4. Use the independent, confidential whistleblowing service on 0800 915 1571
5. In an immediate emergency, dial 999

Adam Walker, Performance Coach

Independent Scrutiny
Given the sensitivity of safeguarding data described above, multi-layered internal
and expert external scrutiny is essential:
The chair of our safeguarding panel, Richard Crompton, is independent of
Discovery. He’s a former Chief Constable, he also chairs the Somerset Safeguarding
Adults Board, and he is the father of a young woman with Down’s syndrome. The
Safeguarding Panel reviews safeguarding incidents in order to embed learning across
the organisation. Richard says,
“I chair the Safeguarding Panel every three months. We look at all the safeguarding
reports raised across the Group, identifying trends and emerging threats, assuring
ourselves that our practice reflects the need to make safeguarding personal, and
very importantly, identifying lessons learned in order to share those lessons more
widely.
“Good safeguarding practice is part of a healthy organisational culture which
respects those we support and the staff who support them, and which encourages
open and transparent reporting when things go wrong.
“Taking over responsibility for pre-existing services comes with many challenges and
some safeguarding risks. From my perspective it has been encouraging to see the
efforts made in Discovery to build that healthy culture and it is very clear that this has
resulted in an increase in the number of concerns reported.
“I commend everyone involved for their efforts and
encourage them to continue the concentration
upon this critical area of work.”
And of course, reporting is made to SCC, CQC,
the police and other authorities in line with
contractual and statutory requirements.

Working with families
There is simply no substitute for lived experience. To support people well to live a fulfilling life, we must work
alongside people’s families; we must involve the mums, dads, brothers and sisters who each have a unique,
irreplaceable lived experience of how to support their loved one well. As in any healthy relationship, there
will sometimes be debate on what is in a person’s best interests. We’re all human, we all get frustrated,
we can all say things we regret. The question is how we move on constructively, cheerfully, keeping the
welfare of the person we support and who the family love at the centre of everything we do. That’s why
Discovery must take a very similar approach to involving families as we do to involving the people we
support. Listening. Remembering all that lived experience. Thinking about what is said through the
lens of our values and acting accordingly.

We now have relationships with over 600 family members
of the people we support.
Families can expect a regular postal letter from our Managing Director Luke, supplemented by a
quarterly newsletter. We are hosting regular family coffee mornings. Any family affected by a
notable development to a service is invited to a face-to-face discussion. Increasingly, families are
following Discovery’s Facebook or Twitter feeds and usage of the website is on the rise. Each year,
families can formally feedback their views on Discovery through our family survey.
Our popular family factsheets cover topics from healthy eating to managing money and from
whistleblowing to giving compliments – all written in simple, accessible formats. They can all be
found at www.discovery-uk.org/families. These channels help us listen to, and where appropriate
act on, family feedback through our “Working Together for Change” process.

We hope families will choose to get more involved
A number of families have already been part of the recruitment process for senior positions, and we
will be extending this out to support roles. Families’ lived experience will enhance our selection process.
In time, that same experience will also be useful in helping us review our services; Dimensions has
pioneered the use of family reviewers and we plan to replicate their success. Many families have taken
part in the free Care Act information sessions we’ve hosted across Somerset, which we will be repeating.
Many more have decided to join the “All Together Better” course, which aims to empower people to
understand and influence the national and local politics of social care.
We hope many more families will choose to compliment members of their relative’s support team for a job well
done. Compliments really matter; they’re hugely motivating and may well result in nominations for Discovery’s
internal Everyday Heroes awards programme; for more on this visit www.discovery-uk.org/everydayheroes

Amanda, our family consultant
Hi! I’m Amanda, Discovery’s family consultant. I’m here to ensure the voice of families is heard at every
level of the organisation, for example by quality checking services, supporting local families and bringing
a family perspective to Discovery’s strategy and service improvement work. I work on families’ behalf,
acting as a stone in Discovery’s shoe.

What qualifies me to be an Associate Family Consultant?
Well, primarily it’s that I am mum to Simon (32). Simon has autism and a learning disability.
Life as Simon’s mum has not been straightforward. It’s been a journey of ups, downs and the
occasional tornado. A thousand different emotions have peppered the last 30 years: tears and
laughter; love and frustration; anxiety and relief; hope and fear; loneliness and confusion. Oh...
and I’ve also managed to squeeze in being a wife, mother (to Nic), a daughter and a Nanna;
and had a career as a project manager.
I’ve learned so much from this journey. I’ve learned to recognise good and bad support. I’ve
stumbled my way through the maze of bureaucracy, benefits, panels and policies to bring
Simon to a point where he is now supported to live in his own forever home.

Why did I become an Associate Family Consultant?
Over the years, my experience of Support Providers has been disappointing and occasionally
infuriating. I have always strived to work closely with them, largely because I need to feel
confident about the quality and sustainability of Simon’s support. I’ve learned that it is
important for me to be able to test the culture and standards, and the best way for me to do
that is meet people who work at all levels and all areas.

How can I help?
I’m here to support Discovery families to work with support teams and management to get
the best possible outcomes for their family members. I can also provide guidance on topics like
Supported Living, Deputyship, Person Centred Support and End of Life Planning.
If there is anything that you are uncertain of, uncomfortable with, or curious about don’t hesitate to
get in touch with me – all the details are at www.discovery-uk.org/families
Or you can call me on 07387 413 968.

Our vision for day support
Wouldn’t it be great if there were safe places available in the heart of your town, complete with
multisensory space and Changing Places facilities and near bus routes, which people with learning
disabilities could use each day to get the most from what the town has to offer and in line with their
personal support plan?
Places that help people become part of the community, not be segregated away from it in isolated
and isolating locations?
That’s the vision for our Somerset Hubs, and it’s what we are working to achieve in partnership
with existing community venues.
A hub may not be the sort of day centre you’re used to. It could be open in the evening and
at weekends. It will be used by the local community – so libraries, cafes and other community
centres can be hubs. In Taunton, for example, our partnership with an existing community
venue is acting as a springboard to help people follow their ambitions, not an end in itself.
People we support can drop in for a drink, find information or meet a friend. Perhaps choose
to use the facilities there before heading out into town with their support worker. Our support
workers will enable people to maintain the friendships and relationships that have been, and
continue to be, important to each individual.

Why is it better than the current day centre?
Because there’s loads going on locally, and people are missing out! There are parks and
allotments, sports clubs and social groups. There are shops and cafes, and plenty of good days
out. Hubs will support people to access these opportunities and activities depending on what
each individual enjoys doing and what’s important to him or her.
Support will become personal to each individual, assessed by Somerset County Council’s social
work team. Our support workers will then help each person to have choice and control over the
support he or she receives, and to meet his or her identified outcomes. We will ensure that each
person’s interests and hobbies are matched to colleagues who have the necessary skills and similar
interests, to ensure he or she gets the most from the day.

Our progress
Transformation of Somerset’s ageing set of day services was a requirement of the outsourcing tender. The
independent assessment in early 2018 by the National Development Team for Inclusion (NDTI) underlined the
point. They found that, “Many people supported by Discovery are connected to their communities based on their
disability or the people that support them, rather than their own interests, friendships and aspirations. Many
were unaware that they could choose to spend their time differently.”
Each of Discovery’s day services is following a different journey according to their starting point. Direct
discussions are being held with all affected families. These journeys are summarised below.
Donna Reece, Day Services Project Co-ordinator

Yeovil

Taunton

Chard, Glastonbury,
Bridgwater, Frome,
Huntspill, Minehead

We will continue to use St James, whilst developing our support
here in line with our vision of local Hubs. We are closing Fiveways
and personalising our offer to people supported there, developing
our support in line with our vision of local Hubs.

The new Community Hub in Taunton will be at the Albemarle
Centre. We are building a Changing Places facility there now.

We will continue to personalise our offer to individuals supported
in these towns, developing our support in line with our vision of
local Hubs.

Sustainability
In this report we have focused on our vision, and our programme to develop modern learning disability support
in Somerset. But money matters; no report of this nature is complete without reference to sustainability.
As a not-for-profit registered charity, we adhere to Charity Commission guidelines in terms of the surplus
made and reserves we hold. This is vital to ensure the long-term stability of the complex and much
needed services we provide. In line with this, we look to achieve a 2% surplus each year (a surplus is
any money left over once we have fully delivered on our contract with Somerset County Council). As a
Social Enterprise, half of our surplus is reinvested back into Somerset to improve county-wide support
for people with learning disabilities and/or autism, or their families. The other half provides essential
financial resilience to ensure we have a reserve to deal with unexpected occurrences without affecting
the people we support.
Discovery was able to launch the Discovery Community Fund in 2018-19 with £629k of funding. This
is a demonstration of our ability to deliver financial sustainability. It is worth reminding ourselves
of the context within which this is being achieved:
Nationally, significantly reduced government funding for social care over the past few years has
led to a need for substantial changes in the way services are provided.
The County Council rightly believed that it would be possible to modernise the learning disability
service, and ensure its long term sustainability, through an outsourcing programme. Building
and maintaining future-proof services, delivering person centred support for people with learning
disabilities and autism in Somerset was a critical requirement.
The changes we have put in place will help the Learning Disability
service to become more sustainable. We look forward to building
on this platform to ensure each person we support, and many we
will come to support in future, can live a fulfilling life.
Lisa Evans, Finance Director

The Discovery Community Fund
The new Discovery Community Fund will support improvements to the health
and independence of people with learning disabilities and autism right
across Somerset. We received nearly 30 bids for the first round of grants.
Interest has stretched far beyond learning disability and autism charities,
with organisations the length and breadth of Somerset including youth clubs,
community centres, sports clubs and many others submitting applications.
The projects range from building adaptations to wider self-advocacy. Bidders
were asked to estimate the number of people who could benefit from their
project. Collectively, 12,000 people could benefit from the funding.
I’m thrilled that demand for this funding has been so high. We are working
hard to mobilise local organisations throughout Somerset to think more
about inclusivity and helping people with learning disabilities have the same
opportunities in their community as many other people. This response shows
our message is really landing.
The first round of funding saw seven community groups across the county
benefit from funding, totalling almost £90,000 in grants. One of the groups
to benefit, Calvert Trust Exmoor, was awarded £10,000 worth of bursaries
so that people with learning disabilities can attend their activity centre in
Exmoor National Park, experiencing exciting, challenging and enjoyable
outdoor activities, together with their friends and families.
Other groups to benefit from the first round of funding include People First,
Orchard Vale Trust, The Pod, Dunster Festival, The Angel, run by the Langport
Church Community Trust, and Openstorytellers in Frome.
Luke Joy-Smith, Managing Director

“

I’m looking forward to working
closely with the winning bidders and hope
that bidders that do not receive funding
in the first round will look out for future
funding rounds.

What’s next?
By the end of 2019/20, Discovery will be half way through the six- year contract
with Somerset County Council (SCC). It will have established itself as an effective
Social Enterprise in Somerset, having implemented the Discovery Community Fund
and demonstrating clearly just some of Discovery’s value. Furthermore, having
completed colleague transformation, the expectation is to see further indications
that change is on course to where we want to be in 2023, which is a place where the
Discovery culture is consistently seen as embodying:
Co-production, embedded values and maximising diversity

1.
2.

3.

Quality: Driving up quality, compliance and safety measures across Discovery,
which will be experienced and evidenced to all stakeholder groups.
People: Focused on colleague retention, ensuring they are valued and
engaged. We need to reduce absence and turnover to deliver the quality of
support aspired to now and in the future.
Leadership and Co-production: Recognising leadership and enabling it to
flourish across all parts of Discovery, applying an approach of co-production,
doing ‘with’ not ‘to’, as part of Discovery’s DNA.

Positivity - a ‘can do’ attitude which strives for excellence
Person centred approaches.

4.

Personalisation: Ensuring the people with learning disabilities and/or autism
have greater choice and control over their life choices, health, where they
live, who they live with, who they spend time with and who supports them.

Inclusion, greater choice and control
Open-minded approaches and challenging each other for better support

5.

Self-motivated colleagues and enthusiasm
Dynamic and forward thinking approaches
Competence and confidence in all aspect of the business

6.

Development: Investment to achieve clear modernisation plans for locations
that are no longer fit for the future or viable. This will include a focus on
the larger day centres, short breaks and crisis support venues, as well as an
identified prioritised list of homes requiring reconfiguration.
Financial sustainability: Continue to work in partnership with SCC to provide
best value for money and a solution-based approach. Explore growing the
business to develop Discovery’s portfolio which enhances the 6-six-year
contract with SCC.

Honesty, transparency and reliability
Discovery’s strategic plan for 2019/20 builds upon the first plan in 2018/19 and is
focussed on established longer-term aspirations. The key strategic aim is to shift the
culture of Discovery to a place that provides the right platform to fulfil the longer
term aspirations.
By the end of 2019/20, the expectation is to see some of these behaviours more
ingrained across Discovery and measurable through hard and soft data. The key
strategic aim will be driven by six Critical Success Factors:

Luke Joy-Smith and Delyth Lloyd-Evans

Lily’s Story
18-year old Lily was in crisis. Her behaviour was challenging those around her to the
extent that a 12-week stay at an SCC/Discovery crisis service was agreed. But aged
21, Lily hadn’t moved. Her crisis bed had become her permanent home. Life was on
hold. Her bouts of challenging behaviour had become a fixture and had resulted
in a number of restrictions in her life. She had no friends, no place of her own, no
prospect of work - none of the things that make up an ordinary life. Her caring,
committed staff had become habituated to the situation. The truth is, there was
no-one in Lily’s corner demanding more, actively dissatisfied with the status quo.
Lily’s turnaround has been extraordinary, but also salutary. Could we have helped
Lily turn her life around sooner? How many other people are in her position? By
sharing Lily’s story we hope to inspire colleagues and families alike to disregard
past experiences, to be positively dissatisfied, to be more ambitious for the person
they support or love. Because Lily really is now leading what most people would call
an ordinary, increasingly fulfilling life:
Behaviours: Since the Behaviour Support Team got involved, Lily’s challenging
behaviours have quite simply stopped. There’s been no incident of any
description for a couple of months. We know there will be tough times ahead
still. But Lily has shown – to herself and those around her – that in the right
environment, she can control her behaviours, she can choose.

Housing: Lily has left crisis support. Armed with a HOLD mortgage she now
has a real home of her own. A house she can decorate to her taste. A house
with a guest room for friends. Her place.

Banking: How restricted would you feel without a bank account? If other
people controlled all your money, all the time. That’s where Lily was. Now she
has an account of her own. It was a real coming-of-age moment.

Social life: The restrictions in Lily’s life meant she couldn’t do things others
take for granted. Couldn’t go to bars, for example. Now she’s off clubbing like
any other 21-year old. She’s made friends – real friends. She’s wildly proud
of her new ID card. She can book her own tickets to gigs. Best of all, she’s
got a boyfriend and her staff are supporting her to carefully navigate this
relationship.

Employment: Lily has never had a job. Frankly she couldn’t have held one
down. The next step for Lily will be to explore becoming a Quality Checker
for Discovery. The role would see her auditing other services, interviewing
potential new colleagues, and delivering induction training. A far cry from
being holed up in a crisis centre just a few months ago.
Well done Lily, well done to her whole support team and all those around her.
Yes, there will be difficult times ahead but for Lily, the future is most definitely
bright.

www.facebook.com/DiscoveryLDA/
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